Disease generally begins that equality which death completes…where all human glory is obliterated, the wit is clouded, the reasoner perplexed, and the hero subdued…
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Surgical decision making for patients with spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) poses several challenges. Outcomes in this patient population are generally poor, prognostication is often uncertain, and treatment strategies offer limited benefits. Studies demonstrate variability in the type and intensity of treatment offered, which is attributed to clinical uncertainty and habits of training. Research has focused on new techniques and more stringent evidence-based selection criteria to improve outcomes and produce consensus around treatment strategies for patients with ICH. Such focus, however, offers little description of how ICH treatment decisions are made and how such decisions reflect patient preferences regarding medical care. A growing body of literature suggests that the process of decision making in ICH is laden with bias, value assumptions, and subjective impressions. Factors such as geography, cognitive biases, patient perceptions, and physician characteristics can all shape decision making and the selection of treatment. Such factors often serve as a barrier to providing patient-centered medical care. In this article, the authors review how surgical decision making for patients with ICH is shaped by these decisional factors and suggest future research pathways to study decision making in ICH. Such research efforts are important for establishing quality guidelines and pay-for-performance measures that reflect the preferences of individual patients and the contextual nature of medical decision making.

(http://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2013.2.FOCUS1319)
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dependent at 3 months. Treatment, whether nonsurgical or surgical, has limited benefit in many cases but has economic and functional costs for the patient and society.

Considerable effort has been devoted to identifying outcome predictors in patients with ICH. These models have included factors such as the Glasgow Coma Scale, ICH volume and location, age, presence of hydrocephalus, and intraventricular hemorrhage. Prognostication in ICH remains problematic despite these well-established risk factors and a multitude of predictive models. The predictive value of such models has been hampered by variability in outcomes measured, poor prognostic accuracy, and limited practical application and external validity.

Moreover, individual clinical prognostication fares little better among critically ill neurological patients. Becker et al. showed prognostic heterogeneity among neurologists and neurosurgeons in hypothetical ICH case scenarios. Finley Caulfield et al. reported more than 90% accuracy among neurointensivists in predicting poor prognosis among mechanically ventilated neurological patients compared with actual outcome, but these clinicians achieved only 63% accuracy in predicting good functional outcome and were even less accurate in predicting QOL among survivors.

Compounding prognostic uncertainty are studies that document poor outcomes and inconclusive results from surgical therapy for ICH. Historically, randomized trials have been few in number with small sample sizes and conflicting results. Subsequent meta-analyses have failed to show much benefit for surgery.

The STICH trial suggested a nonsignificant trend toward more favorable outcomes with surgery for superficial lobar hemorrhages, but this trial suffered from preselection of operative candidates and crossover of approximately one-fourth of the patients into the surgical arm. A more recent retrospective review of national trends in the US by Patil et al. confirmed high morbidity and mortality rates after operative management of ICH despite advances in technique and more selective operative criteria. These results have led many to advocate a highly conservative stance toward surgery for patients with ICH with more rigid selection criteria for treatment.

Given the inaccuracies of prognostication and the uncertainty of treatment effect, it is perhaps not surprising that studies report highly variable treatment patterns for patients with ICH. The STICH investigators found significant variations in operative rates for ICH among participating countries. This variation could not be explained by population differences and was believed to be secondary to institutional culture or habits of physician training.

In the US, Andaluz and Zuccarello reported limited geographic variability in the treatment of ICH using the nationwide inpatient data sample. However, Patil et al. reported significant operative rate variability among institutions using the same data set. The effect of recent trials on operative rates has been mixed, with some institutions reporting a decline in rates of surgery for ICH while others report these rates to be stable.

Survey data suggests individual clinician variability in surgical decision making for patients with ICH. Fernando and Mendelow reported decisional uncertainty among 81% of surveyed neurosurgeons. The authors also noted variation in neurosurgeons’ attitudes toward surgery when considering hemorrhage location, size, poor clinical condition, and timing of surgery. More recent survey data suggest stability in these attitudes despite recent trial results and confirm the heterogeneity of treatment decisions for ICH patients in poor clinical condition.

It is important to note here that variability in the treatment of patients with ICH is often explained by or dismissed on the basis of poor clinical evidence and the need for better data. The assumption is that better evidence and more outcomes data will bolster a treatment consensus, reduce variability, and improve patient outcomes. Such reasoning is evident in the published STICH II trial protocol.

While narrowing selection criteria might prove helpful to establish a clear, evidence-based indication for surgery, it does little to acknowledge patient wishes concerning such an intervention and how such wishes might be identified. Patients with an ICH, and/or their surrogate decision makers, face a myriad of treatment and/or palliative decisions not addressed by most study data. These decisions are based on patient preferences in addition to objective efficacy- or outcome-based criteria. These decisions are constrained not only by lacunes (gaps) in data or predictive outcomes, but also by time. This disjunction between medical evidence and patient wishes creates a tension in the ICH decision-making process. Quill and others have termed this divide the “preference–practice gap.”

**Decision Making in ICH**

The recent literature on ICH treatment and outcomes reflects this tension between evidence and preference-directed medical care. Many clinicians assume that simply establishing clear treatment guidelines will, by itself, reduce treatment variability and improve outcomes. Such thinking, however, disregards the preference-sensitive nature of medical decision making and previously recognized sources of surgical practice variation.

Decision making for a patient with ICH involves assessing tradeoffs among operative and nonoperative, or active and passive, treatment options. In deciding for or against surgery, for example, patients or their surrogate decision makers must weigh the benefit of improved survival with the risk of often severe functional disability. This decision is often only the first of many such decisions, which might include mechanical ventilation, CSF diversion, and supplemental nutrition and hydration. Such decisions are inescapably individualized and value-based. Some patients might choose maximal intervention while others might opt for more conservative measures. Few studies describe how such decisions are made and how the quality of such decisions might be assessed.

**Autonomy and the Patient With ICH**

Medical ethics classically teaches that such treatment decisions should respect patient autonomy. The assumption is that patients have the right to assess risks...
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and benefits for themselves and make their own treatment decisions. In most patients with ICH, autonomous decision making is not possible and so a surrogate decision maker is asked to make a “substituted judgment” on the patient’s behalf.

Substituted judgment is believed to extend patient autonomy when the patient is incapacitated. Typically, a family member attempts to recall what the patient would have wanted if he/she could make the decision and uses this recollection as a basis for the treatment decision. For patients whose wishes are not known and for whom no surrogate decision maker is available, a “best interest” standard is then applied.9,59

Recently, the utility of this standard decision-making model has been questioned and much of the concern relates to the accuracy of the substituted judgment standard. Critics argue that proxies perform no better than chance in predicting a patient’s wishes in hypothetical scenarios.62 Studies have also found that treatment wishes often resemble the surrogate’s own wishes51 and that physicians fare worse than any other proxy subgroup in determining patients’ wishes regarding health care.57

A recent meta-analysis found equally poor surrogate accuracy when considering health states such as stroke and intervention types such as surgery.77 Moreover, families and surrogates report poor communication about preferences for life-sustaining care during prolonged stays in the intensive care unit.78 Surrogates charged with making medical decisions with little physician support have reported greater dissatisfaction with medical care overall.79,84

Surrogate inaccuracy is considered to be a product of two types of error known as the “disability paradox” and the “focusing illusion.”96,72,78 A study of patients with spinal cord injury in the 1970s showed that self-reported QOL among these patients was not substantially different from recent lottery winners.8 Since that time, studies have shown that individuals with severe disabilities report greater QOL than those reported by healthy subjects in hypothetical scenarios.81 These patients adjust to changes in life circumstances over time by altering and recalibrating their standards, values, and emotional responses toward disability and health, a process known as “response shift.”710

The failure of surrogates to account for the disability paradox is due to a “focusing illusion” or the tendency of decision makers to focus on changes in a health state rather than features in a health state that remain constant.81 Such a focus tends to emphasize disability such as hemiplegia or aphasia rather than benefits such as survival and limited social interaction. In the stroke literature, studies have shown that healthy individuals decline life-saving interventions in hypothetical situations out of concern for disability.85 However, patients who have undergone decompressive hemicraniectomy for malignant middle cerebral artery stroke report a willingness to undergo the procedure again under similar circumstances.83

Moreover, recent data suggest that the idea of autonomous decision making based solely on personal preferences might not be something patients desire. In a study by Sulmasy et al.,76 a majority of terminally ill patients preferred a model of shared decision making rather than pure substituted judgments. Sulmasy and Snyder77 argue that a hierarchical model of decision-making standards does not reflect clinical reality or the preferences of patients and their families. Physicians and families should focus decisions on a patient’s underlying values rather than imperfectly knowable preferences regarding unforeseeable circumstances. Such a process acknowledges the limitations of surrogate decision making in complex clinical situations. Again, the heuristics and biases that influence and obscure judgments under uncertainty—especially in a time-constrained, emotionally charged environment—are extremely important.72 This vital and broad topic is beyond the scope of this review, but has been amply covered by Kahneman in his recent book.40

Regional Bias

The limitations of preference-based decision making do not by themselves account for all of the problems encountered in the ICH decision-making process. A growing body of literature suggests that simply eliciting patient preferences in a clinical encounter does little to explain observed variations in surgical treatment patterns.89 A large number of studies have shown that procedural rates for hip and knee replacements, tonsillectomy, prostatectomy, back surgery, and cardiac catheterization all show wide geographic variability.87,88,90,91

Such variation is unexplained by recorded patient preferences for surgery or the prevalence of disease in the population.38 Much of the work of the Dartmouth Atlas26 has demonstrated how these patterns relate to local physician supply, institutional infrastructure, alternative treatment options, and regional professional opinion. Collectively, these data suggest that institutional factors and regional practice culture play a dramatic role in how physicians manage patients and make treatment decisions.

A similar picture appears to be emerging in the treatment of stroke and ICH. Hemphill et al.31,33 have demonstrated an association between ICH mortality rates and hospital do-not-resuscitate order utilization patterns. Operative rates for ICH also vary between institutions.38 The multinational STICH data confirms variability on an international scale.29 Survey data also confirms the likelihood of individual variability among clinicians caring for patients with ICH.22

Information Bias

Part of treatment variability in ICH can also be attributed to the way in which information is communicated in the acute care setting. This process suffers from multiple sources of error. Basic survival estimates in ICH are limited due to high rates of withdrawal of care, which masks the natural history of survival in this population. Recent estimates attribute 40% of the observed mortality in ICH to withdrawal of care practices.45 These estimates are believed to have produced a general sense of futility among many clinicians when treating patients with ICH.74 The effects of framing bias have also been described.57 Reporting mostly negative outcomes, emphasizing the impact of disabilities, and providing few or selective details on treatment options have been shown to influence patient and/or surrogate treatment decisions.5
Studies have also shown that presentation style and patient perception of prognostic information influence treatment decisions. Several factors have been associated with how patients perceive their prognosis, including: the order in which information is presented, the selection of time frame for outcomes, the use of relative risk rather than absolute risk reduction, the use of proportions versus probabilities, and the use of graphic representations of outcomes. Physician statistical literacy has proven an additional barrier to effective patient communication and decision making as well.

**Personal Bias**

The notion that clinicians influence decision making or carry personal bias regarding treatment options may not appear surprising at first glance. Studies on physicians’ influence in medical decision making, however, demonstrate clear associations with practice patterns, some related to life-and-death decisions. One recent study showed a 15-fold range in withdrawal of care rates among intensivists working in the same intensive care unit. The decision to withdraw support was more strongly associated with the individual clinician than with patient comorbid conditions, diagnostic category, and source of intensive care unit admission.

Studies have shown that physician personal characteristics such as years in practice, attitudes toward medical care, and religious beliefs are associated with decisions to withdraw life support. Physician behaviors have also been associated with financial incentives. Clinicians are known to be overly optimistic with regard to cancer prognosis and overly pessimistic after severe stroke, especially after an ICH. Sources of error that cloud surrogate decision making such as the focusing illusion appear to also hold true for clinicians when making decisions for, and with, patients. Despite these data, the influence of physicians on medical decision making often goes unacknowledged in the medical literature and, to an even greater degree, in the surgical literature.

**Quality of Life**

Quality of life is a major conceptual issue that underlies much of the debate over bias, variation, and decision-making patterns. Stroke patients who have undergone craniectomy are known to have significantly worse QOL scores, which worsen with increasing age, the presence of 1 or more neurological deficits, and prolonged duration of mechanical ventilation. However, patients with severe disease or disability do not necessarily report poor QOL in all cases. Attempts to understand determinants of QOL in neurosurgical patients have proven somewhat problematic. For example, predictive factors for poor QOL have shown high variance and mental QOL measures have proven inaccurate in the well-studied subarachnoid hemorrhage population.

Quality of life is also implicit in commonly used disability outcome scales such as the Barthel Index and the mRS. Studies often establish cutoff points for favorable or unfavorable outcomes based on arbitrary distinctions made between an mRS score of 4 (requiring assistance with basic needs and walking) and an mRS score of 3 (able to walk unassisted). Such distinctions do not necessarily reflect the outcome that an individual values.

Using such metrics to make surgical decisions thereby suffers from the same inaccuracies attributed to surrogate decision making under a substituted judgment standard. Unacknowledged value judgments regarding ambulation, self-care, and verbal communication, to name a few, often drive physician perception of outcome, a perception that may or may not be shared by patients.

**Future Directions**

Given the present state of understandable pessimism regarding the treatment and management of patients with ICH, calling attention to biases and inaccuracies in the decision-making process might appear counterproductive. Studying the vagaries and variations of clinical decision making and practice patterns in such a poor climate might risk making matters worse. Several of these problems, however, are likely responsible for the frustration experienced by clinicians, patients, and families in many instances.

Fundamentally, decision making in ICH is challenging because of the nature of the disease and the limited treatment options. Efforts to improve prevention, prognostication, medical therapy, surgical technique, and treatment selection criteria constitute the most powerful ways to improve decision making in this population. However, such improvements are likely to help only some patients with ICH, likely those who are younger, healthier, and treated earlier. For the rest of the population who fall into prognostically “unfavorable” categories, decision making will remain difficult. Such decisions fall under what Tversky and Kahneman recognized as judgments under uncertainty, decisions influenced by heuristics and biases, which need to be carefully evaluated and considered when making an authoritative action, especially when time constrained.

In summary, few studies have described how clinical decisions are made for patients with ICH. Patient wishes concerning treatment options in ICH are largely unknown, particularly in actual clinical situations. As such, outcome scales and population-based QOL measures carry limited value when assessing a particular patient’s preferences concerning treatment. How do we know which patients find an mRS score of 4 acceptable and which do not? Justifying treatment decisions based on categorical distinctions in scale scores made by investigators rather than based on individual patient preferences might not adequately serve either patients’ interests or clinicians’ understanding of their patients.

Given the paucity of good choices, however, the ethical principle of autonomy may not be as salient in decision making for patients with ICH as it is in other contexts. An emphasis on patient autonomy and treatment preferences may have obscured our understanding of the decision-making process. Approximately 25% of US patients have completed an advance directive, and of that number very few are likely to have stated their ICH treatment preferences in great detail. Furthermore,
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medical decision making is a two-sided process involving clinician and patient. Few studies have examined this dynamic process among patients with ICH. To our knowledge, no studies have examined this process with regard to surgical decision making in patients with ICH.

The task, then, is to study the decision-making process directly in patients with ICH. This task includes investigating how patients or their surrogates make decisions concerning treatment in actual clinical situations or, at the very least, in hypothetical scenarios. More data are needed to describe patient-reported outcomes after interventions such as craniotomy for ICH to assess the effect of surgery on patient-based QOL measures. Such work should also assess how self-reported QOL might evolve temporally after ICH and which factors influence these developments. Research should also focus on how surgeons shape the ICH decision-making process and how patterns of decision making might relate to patient characteristics, a project that is currently being undertaken by the authors. Such data would benefit not only practicing neurosurgeons, but also trainees as they learn to navigate ICH management decisions.

These efforts should be designed to improve what some authors have termed “preference-based medicine” in neurosurgery as opposed to purely evidence-based medicine standards. Evidence-based medicine does little to guide decision making for particular patients, especially when such standards are independent of patient values and subject to clinician bias and misinterpretation. The recent Institute of Medicine report Crossing the Quality Chasm addressed some of these concerns and made patient-centered care 1 of 6 goals for quality improvement.

Developing a preference-based medicine standard will improve our understanding of patient attitudes toward ICH treatment options. It will also serve to guide the selection of appropriate therapies based on a patient’s values concerning health care. Such a focus is important for establishing quality guidelines and pay-for-performance measures that reflect the needs of a particular patient and the contextual nature of medical decision making, rather than measures divorced from such realities. The ultimate goal is to enhance neurosurgical clinical judgment, which should be directed toward achieving the good of a particular patient at a certain point in time. As Pellegrino and Thomasma write, “Much of the cost of medical care and even its outcome and satisfaction for the patient, can turn on how the clinician plays the ‘game’ of clinical judgment.” While a matter as significant as ICH is not a game, much does ride on how judgments are made under conditions of profound uncertainty by those who care for such patients. If the quality of these judgments is to be improved, it might be wise to start by sharpening our understanding of how decision making for ICH patients currently takes place.
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